PRICING LIST
3 LICENSING
OPTIONS AVAILABLE:

1

OQ®-Analyst

The OQ®-Analyst annual
web-based subscription
includes use of up to 3
measures, with unlimited
questionnaire administration,
and unlimited staff logins.
The OQ®-Analyst automates
questionnaire administration,
scoring, and reporting on
tablets or any other device that
connects to the internet.

2

OQ®-Paper

OQ®-Paper licenses are
hand-scored lifetime licenses.
One license per measure is
required.
Once purchased, you may use
the hand-scored paper license
forever.

The OQ®-Analyst also offers
immediate clinician feedback
and early warning treatment
failure alerts that lifetime paper
licenses, and electronic
licenses, do NOT provide.
Free EMR/EHR integration
support available.

PRICING:
$250 annually

PRICING:

3

OQ®-Access

OQ®-Access electronic
publishing licenses grant you
legal permission to re-create
hand-scored paper
questionnaires within your own
secure domain or within your
EMR/EHR to automate scoring.
These licenses do not include
OQ®-Analyst algorithms that
provide clinician feedback and
early warning treatment failure
alerts. Publishing OQ Measures
questionnaires online within
your secure domain, whether it
be your EMR/EHR, your
website, or a 3rd party survey
platform like Survey Monkey or
Qualtrics, will be entirely your
responsibility.

PRICING:

$125 one-time fee

$100 Flat Rate/Yr

(for every 200 patients/clients/yr)

Individual License (1 clinician)

+

$300 one-time fee

$1.50 per patient/Yr

$150 one-time IT Setup fee

$600 one-time fee

(for every 1000 patients/clients/yr)

Small Group (2-5 clinicians)
Intermediate Group (6-10 clinicians)

$900 one-time fee

Medium Group (11-15 clinicians)

$2,400 one-time fee

Large Group (16-50 clinicians)

$3500 one-time fee

Facility License (50+ clinicians)

0-100 patients per year
1-Year Contract
(101 to 5000 patients per year)

$1.28 per patient/Yr

3-Year Contract
(101 to 5000 patients per year)

$1.05 per patient/Yr

5-Year Contract
(101 to 5000 patients per year)
*For over 5000 patients,
contact for quote

$7000 one-time fee

Enterprise License (50+ clinicians)
Shipping charges for hard-copy instrument manuals will apply for every type of OQ Measures license
($25 U.S. / $50 outside of U.S.)

